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Agent Orange kills. We know that now. It also caused tumors, birth defects, rashes,

psychological symptoms and cancer among ‘U.S. service men and their families returning from

Vietnam’. It contained the chemical dioxin. From 1961 to 1972 the U.S. military sprayed 19 million

gallons of the ‘pesticide/defoliant over the forests in Vietnam to eliminate cover from the North
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Vietnamese and Viet Cong troops.

Julius, (Jeffery Jones) has many of the above symptoms. Most importantly though, he is dying

of cancer and his family is in a state of disarray. His daughter Nut (Rae K. Hendersen) is left to

tend him, for the most part, because her mother, his wife France (Dana Case) can’t cope. She

comes and goes and is in and out of the picture offering tidbits of information that in the end

give us a somewhat fuzzy picture of what life was like for them early on and what it is now.

Moxie Theatre is kicking off its new season with the world premiere production of Basil

Kreimendahl’s memory play ‘Orange Julius’. Kreimendahl’s play was developed at the 2012

O’Neill National Playwrights Conference and included in La Jolla Playhouse’s DNA new work

series. It plays through Oct. 18th in Moxie’s Rolando space.

While so much has been said, written and reenacted about the more than ten long year war in

Vietnam, the human-interest stories skim over the damage yet another of our wars has inflicted

upon our young men. Still the homeless veterans of those days line our streets with their

shopping carts laden with all their earthly possessions. Still the drugs are rampant. Still

rehabilitation remains elusive to them.

Kreimendahl’s ‘Orange Julius’ (Julius' favorite drink and an ironic play on words.) brings into

focus the after effects one man’s family has been coping with years after the war. It is told

through the eyes of his daughter Nut, who at the outset knowns nery little of the man that

fathered her.

Nut has issues beyond her father. The playwright asks that we ‘should question her gender at

the start of the play’. She would like to be a male and recognized as such. She walks, acts and

dresses (Jennifer Brawn Gittings) like one and on the occasions that she has to show a softer

side, she has trouble coping with that. Trying to connect with her father is a stripe of another

color for Nut. Neither is a big talker especially Julius. He just doesn’t talk about his war story. So

Nut talks to us about what and how she is coping.

As Nut Hendersen is relaxed, composed, poised and self- assured when standing in front of us

on Moxie’s bare stage breaking through the fourth wall. ‘The man had a quick temper. I always

wonder if his temper came from whatever happened to him in Vietnam’.

Looking back she chronicles her years growing up trying to give us an understanding of how all

the pieces of her life fit together into her becoming the person she is today. Her story grows,

deepens and satisfies some level of curiosity with each small offering.

Her sister Crimp (Wendy Maples) is another character that comes and goes waits in the

background, first as a critical and later accepting sister but never helpful with her father and his
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care.

Several of Nut’s conversations begin with: I’m 7, or 6, 9 maybe 8.’ I’m 12, 14 maybe 13. I’m

driving in the car with my dad’. ‘I was 8 or 9 when my parents separated’. ‘I’m 12, 13 maybe 14

when my parents got back together. ‘In those 5 years I’d changed. I didn’t look the same

anymore, and before he came I guess I had been the man in my mother’s house’. And later, ‘I’m

21,22 I’m driving in the car with my dad, and I’m clean and sober’.

Oft times she speaks in the present and sometimes she imagines she is one of the guys

fighting with her father and his buddy Ol’Boy (Steve Froehlich). It’s at these times that we see

Julius as the man he used to be, strong, committed and virile. Looks aren’t everything, though…

‘I was scared. I was f***ing scared’ he tells Ol’Boy. ‘You didn’t look scared. Not you man. Not

you. You didn’t look scared’.

The playwright pivots the action back and fourth from violent, and loud action war scenes

(effective lighting and sound by Jason Bieber and Emily Jankowski) to Nut trying to connect

with her father. She brings out an old photograph album from and even older trunk at one end

of the stage (Victoria Petrovitch) and tries to glean something from the pictures.

Waiting in the wings, her mother, France (a ruffled and disturbed Dana Case) comes from

behind a curtain and offers a clue to her state of mind. . In her own words: ‘I’ve just got to’. ‘I’ve

got to’. ‘To get out’. ‘I have to’. And later, ‘your father never sang you to sleep. The way you

remember him…sometimes I think you must have grown up in a different house’.

As father and daughter become more familiar and the disease more intense they begin to have

a different conversation. ‘I have no idea what you do when you’re home. You tell me over and

over again what you’re gonna do…tell me come on. ‘I don’t know…‘well… okay. I build. I make

model airplanes’.

Director Will Davis and company never lack for dramatic excellence, a hallmark of Moxie

Theatre. Nor does Moxie Theatre lack the courage to go after tough issues and put them

before an audience. Sitting through the final preview production however, yours truly felt this

could have been a Hendesen one -woman show.

That said my interpretations take nothing away from the intense and nuanced performance by

Jeffrey Jones who just came off another show with him struggling with the disease. Jones is at

the top of his game, believable, empathetic and charming all rolled into one talented package.

Ms. Case, Maples and Mr. Froehlich turn in equally strong performances, not withstanding the

different demands made from each part they played in this production. Casting is always

impeccable at Moxie.



Finally, Miss Hendersen gives us a look into the inner workings of what the after effects of war

impose on a family not ready to cope, let alone be primary caregivers in a time when

everything else in their lives is vulnerable; an open wound. She offers a performance star

worthy and commanding. She takes us places most fear to tread. Finally she comes out the

better person for it gives us hope.

‘On the last day of his life I crawled into bed with him…I wanted to do something special for him.

Something selfless. He couldn’t move so I put his arm around me’.

See you at the theatre.

Dates: Through Oct. 18th

Organization: Moxie Theatre

Phone: 858-598-7620

Production Type: Drama

Where: 6663 El Cajon Blvd. Ste. N San Diego, CA 92115

Ticket Prices: $30.00

Web: moxietheatre.com
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